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1. Introduction1
Previous studies have cited voice-onset time (VOT) as one of various cues that contribute to the
perception of foreign accent in English and Spanish (González-Bueno, 1997; Riney and Takagi, 1999;
Major, 1987; Magen, 1998). In fact, many textbooks and anecdotes on foreign accent cite VOT
duration as one of the most problematic aspects of Spanish for language learners whose first language
is English (Díaz-Campos, 2004; Flege, 1991; Flege and Eefting, 1988; González-Bueno, 1997; Lord,
2005; Schmidt and Flege, 1996; Zampini, 1998a, 1998b). This being said, little is known about how
much VOT duration actually accounts for global foreign accent. The present study uses digital speech
manipulation to explore the relationship between VOT and foreign accent in Spanish, investigating the
perception of both native and nonnative listeners. Previous research on accent perception has primarily
investigated the talker-specific and linguistic characteristics that correlate with native listeners’ accent
ratings. Probing the foreign accent perception of nonnative listeners has a different goal: to examine
what second language (L2) learners perceive as foreign and how they assess certain cues in speech.
This endeavor has implications for pedagogy and second language acquisition because it can inform
teachers of what learners hear as foreign-accented and can shed light on what they perceive in the L2
speech signal.
Foreign accent is defined by Munro (1998, p. 139) as “nonpathological speech produced by L2
learners that differs in partially systematic ways from the speech characteristics of native speakers.”
The present study examines listeners’ ratings of native and nonnative speech on a scale of degree of
foreign accent. It specifically explores listeners’ ratings of utterances that differ solely in the duration
of voice-onset time (VOT). Voice-onset time is the period of time between the release of a stop
consonant and the following vowel. In English the VOT of voiceless stops /p t k/ is considerably
longer than in Spanish. Lisker and Abramson (1964) measured the mean VOT durations of wordinitial voiceless stops in English and Spanish and found noteworthy differences. In the read speech of
2 native Spanish and 4 native English speakers, Spanish VOT durations ranged from 4 to 29
milliseconds while English VOTs were between 58 and 80 milliseconds. The investigators also
observed differences based on place of stop articulation, with VOTs shortest in bilabial stops and
longest in velar stops, with dental stops in between in both languages. Numerous other sources have
highlighted similar cross-linguistic phonetic differences between English and Spanish /p t k/ as well
(Castañeda, 1986; Cho and Ladefoged, 1999; Lewis, 2001; Lisker and Abramson, 1964; Zampini and
Green, 2001).
This paper provides a review of the relevant previous literature on foreign accent perception and
voice-onset time, the methodology and research questions, the results and discussion of findings and a
conclusion.

2. Previous literature
Research on nonnative English has shown that speech with longer, more native-like VOT
durations is rated as less foreign-accented than speech with shorter VOTs (Major, 1987; Riney and
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Takagi, 1999). These studies unfortunately did not control for other cues associated with foreign
accent that may have also been present in speech with longer VOTs, so their conclusions are somewhat
limited. The few studies that used manipulation to isolate the effects of VOT on foreign accent in L2
English and L2 Spanish (González-Bueno, 1997; Magen, 1998) used techniques that cut away
potentially important pieces of the VOT. The present study improves on past attempts in that it
employs a technique that maintains the VOT intact while still modifying duration.
Research on VOT acquisition in Spanish has investigated both native and nonnative perception
and production of VOT (Díaz-Campos, 2004; Flege, 1991; Flege and Eefting, 1986, 1988; GonzálezBueno, 1997; Lord, 2005; Magloire and Green, 1999; Schmidt and Flege, 1996 Zampini, 1998a,
1998b). Past studies on the effects of VOT on foreign accent in English have shown that native
listeners rate nonnative speech with longer (more native-like) VOTs as less foreign-accented (Flege
and Eefting, 1986, 1987; Major, 1987; Riney and Takagi, 1999). In one of the earliest studies to
examine VOT duration in terms of foreign accent perception, Major (1987) measured the VOTs of
voiceless stops in nonnative English. The study reported on the assessments of foreign accent given by
ten native speakers of English listening to short phrases produced by 53 native Portuguese speakers
learning English and seven native speakers of English. Rather than using a categorical rating scale, a
sliding lever was used to determine degree of foreign accent, and its continuum went from “no foreign
accent at all” to “very heavy foreign accent.” VOT duration values for each speaker were calculated
from spectrograms of four isolated words containing instances of the voiceless stops /p t k/ in wordinitial position. Statistical analyses revealed a correlation between the mean global accent ratings given
by native listeners and speakers’ VOT durations. Specifically, the listeners who were rated as more
native-like also spoke with longer (more native-like) VOT durations. The results also showed
considerable variation between VOTs that received similar accent ratings, which suggests that listeners
were responding to other cues in speech as well.
Riney and Takagi (1999) also investigated voice-onset time duration and its potential correlation
with global foreign accent ratings. In an earlier study (Riney and Takagi, 1998) five native English
listeners used a 9-point scale to rate five sentences spoken by native Japanese speakers learning
English. Listeners rated speech that had been recorded during the speakers’ first and fourth years of
college. They also analyzed speakers’ VOT durations from six words with word-initial voiceless stops,
finding a positive correlation between the global foreign accent scores given and VOT durations just as
Major (1987) had. However, the results showed that three nonnative speakers improved their global
foreign accent ratings without improving their VOT, which indicates that further investigation of the
effects of VOT on foreign accent perception is necessary.
Two additional studies used digital speech manipulation to tease VOT apart from other cues and
to attempt to quantify its effects on foreign accent perception (González-Bueno, 1997; Magen, 1998).
González-Bueno (1997) manipulated the VOT duration of the /k/ sound in the word ‘casa’ house
produced by a single native speaker of English learning Spanish. The investigator created a total of 14
stimuli that ranged in VOT duration. She did this by removing 65 ms of the 75 ms VOT then inserting
periods of silence in 5 ms increments until the original 75 ms duration was reached. Additionally, she
created 14 ‘intact’ stimuli by removing 5 ms increments from the original VOT until only 10 ms
remained. All 28 stimuli of the word ‘casa’ were played for 18 native Spanish listeners. Participants
then rated each stimulus on a 7-point scale that ranged from ‘most native’ to ‘most foreign.’ The
results showed that the VOTs between 15 and 35 ms were rated as most native-like regardless of the
type of manipulation used. Because this study only examined one instance of velar /k/ spoken by one
individual, further research is needed to determine whether these findings can be generalized to other
speakers, contexts, and places of articulation.
Magen (1998) also used digital speech manipulation to modify the VOTs in the speech of two
native Spanish speakers learning English in the United States. Two L2 learners read 96 English
sentences that contained “difficult sounds” for Spanish speakers learning English. A native speaker
also read the sentences, and the native VOTs (which contained longer, more native-like VOTs) were
used to replace the nonnative VOTs. Ten native English listeners rated 200 natural and VOT-edited
stimuli on a 7-point scale of closeness to native English. The results revealed that VOT was not a
significant predictor of listeners’ accent ratings of either speaker. Contrary to the other previous
findings, these results suggest that VOT may not be a prominent cue to foreign accent for native
listeners of English. It is also possible that the manipulation method used to replace nonnative VOTs
with native VOTs resulted in speech that did not sound natural or that lacked important transitions.
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In sum, previous studies that measured VOT in natural speech found that VOT duration correlates
with the perception of foreign accent in L2 English (Major, 1987; Riney and Takagi, 1999), though
work that isolated and manipulated VOT did not always find it to be a significant predictor of native
listener ratings of foreign accent. The previous work on the contributions of VOT to foreign accent
perception in Spanish is also limited in that it only investigated the effects of VOT duration of the
velar voiceless /k/ in a single word spoken by one native English speaker (González-Bueno, 1997).
Further experimentation with VOT manipulation is needed to isolate it as a cue and to determine
whether it contributes significantly to native and nonnative listener perception in Spanish.
The present study aims to add to previous findings by manipulating VOT durations of word-initial
bilabial, dental, and velar voiceless stops in Spanish. It uses both native and nonnative speech
manipulation, creating stimuli that represent a range of VOT durations that are both longer and shorter
than the original speech. Furthermore, this study employs a manipulation process that, unlike past
research, does not insert or remove pieces of the original VOT. Using the Pitch Synchronous OverlapAdd tool in Praat, the present study shortens and lengthens segments of speech while keeping the
speaker’s original VOT relatively intact and natural sounding. Finally, this investigation addresses the
effects of VOT duration on nonnative listeners’ perception of foreign accent in addition to native
listener perception. This is meant to inform pedagogy, shedding light on what language learners hear
as foreign-accented and how they assess VOT as a cue to foreign accent. This investigation, made up
of two experiments, is guided by the following research questions:
(a) Do native and nonnative listeners rely on VOT in assessing degree of foreign accent in
Spanish?
(b) How much does VOT contribute to listeners’ perception of degree of foreign accent?
(c) Do nonnative listener ratings of VOT-modified sentences vary according to place of
articulation of the stop?

3. Experiment 1: Method
Experiment 1 was done to address the first two research questions, regarding native and nonnative
listeners’ reliance on VOT for assessing foreign accent and the amount that VOT contributes to their
perception of degree of foreign accent.

3.1. Listeners
Both native and nonnative Spanish speakers participated in the present study as listeners. The
nonnative participants were 160 native English speakers enrolled in undergraduate Spanish courses at
a large Midwestern university. Nonnative listeners were recruited from intact third-semester and fifthsemester courses, and from third and fourth year Spanish courses. The ratings of the first 40 from each
instructional level were included in the data analysis. Twenty-six native Spanish listeners also
participated. These were monolingual Spanish speakers living in central Spain, recruited in public
libraries and universities. Most had completed at least some college courses at the time of
participation.

3.2. Talkers and Stimuli
Stimuli used in the experiment consisted of sentences read by three native and 12 nonnative
speakers of Spanish. The three native Spanish speakers were two females and one male from central
Spain who reported varying degrees of fluency in English. All had resided in the United States for at
least 3 years prior to the study. The nonnative speakers were 12 L1 English speakers enrolled in
undergraduate and graduate-level Spanish courses. These speakers were chosen to represent varying
degrees of foreign accent and so were from various instructional levels.
Although stimuli from 15 different speakers were played for listeners, all but four were distracters.
The speech of two native Spanish and two nonnative speakers was chosen for digital manipulation and
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rating analysis. The native Spanish speakers were chosen because they were females from the same
area of central Spain. The nonnative/native English speakers, also both female, were chosen because
they had moderate to heavy foreign accents in Spanish. This was determined by a small pilot study
conducted with 4 native and 20 nonnative listeners who rated sentences produced by all speakers on a
9-point scale. Although in most cases the 2 nonnative speakers’ VOT durations differed by less than
10 milliseconds, in some sentences there was considerable variability between the two speakers. In
these sentences the difference was generally between 20 and 30 milliseconds. It is important to note
that neither nonnative speaker had uniformly longer or shorter VOT durations than the other, and so
their speech was deemed comparable for the purposes of the present study.
All talkers read a total of ten Spanish sentences that ranged from seven to eleven syllables. Five
warm-up sentences were used in a short practice activity and five experimental sentences were used in
the perception activity. Each sentence contained three instances of word-initial voiceless stops. Across
both sets of five sentences there was one instance of each of the following consonant-vowel
combinations: /pi, pe, pa, po, pu, ti, te, ta, to, tu, ki, ke, ka, ko, ku/.
The five experimental sentences were:
1. Él come pavo en su piso.
(He eats turkey in his apartment.)
2. A ti te doy el queso.
(I give you the cheese.)
3. Él puso una flor en tu pelo. (He put a flower in your hair.)
4. Yo tomé un taxi en Cuba. (I took a taxi in Cuba.)
5. Él se quiso casar en el polo sur. (He wanted to get married in the south pole.)
In each sentence the three VOTs were measured following Cho and Ladefoged (1999), starting at
the onset of the release of the stop closure and ending at the zero crossing of the onset of the first
complete vocal fold vibration. An example of a nonnative speaker’s pre-manipulation VOT
measurement is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. VOT Duration Measurement in Nonnative Sentence ‘A ti te doy el queso’ Before
Modification
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Using the Pitch-Synchronous Overlap-Add (PSOLA) function in Praat, each VOT was made
200% (two times) and 50% (half) the duration of the original. In addition, the native English speakers’
VOTs were made 25% (one quarter) the original and the native Spanish speakers’ VOTs were made
300% (three times) the original. This was done to create an overlapping category in which native
Spanish speech had nonnative VOT durations and nonnative Spanish speech had native VOT
durations. The modification procedure itself involved creating a new duration tier with six duration
points to isolate the three VOTs. This way only the VOT segments were affected by the duration
modifications in the resynthesized stimulus. The PSOLA function was used in order to modify the
duration without removing potentially important cues from the VOT. It modifies duration either by
removing or reiterating small overlapping portions of the speech signal without affecting pitch or
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formant values. The original and modified VOT durations for both native and nonnative speakers are
shown in Table 1 below. The overlapping categories are shaded.
Table 1. Native and Nonnative Speaker VOT Durations With and Without Modification
Nonnative speakers
Voiceless stop
/p/
/t/
/k/
Native speakers
Voiceless stop 50% VOT
/p/
10ms
/t/
12ms
/k/
17ms

25% VOT
16 ms
19 ms
19 ms
Unmodified
18ms
21ms
34ms

50% VOT
28ms
32ms
37ms
200% VOT
36ms
41ms
64ms

Unmodified
56ms
62ms
70ms

200% VOT
109ms
121ms
136ms

300% VOT
53 ms
62 ms
96 ms

3.3. Procedure
The nonnative listeners completed the experiment on individual computers in a computer lab.
Native Spanish listeners completed the experiment individually on a personal laptop computer in a
quiet place. All participants used over-the-ear headphones to complete the warm-up and the perception
activity.
Listeners completed a 23-item warm-up to become familiarized with the task and the range of
accents they would hear. Sentences were presented in pseudorandom order using Praat (Boersma and
Weenink, 2012) and listeners had the option to replay each sentence once. They used a 9-point rating
scale to rate the degree of foreign accent they perceived in each sentence. The question they were
asked was ‘How close to native Spanish is the pronunciation of the sentence’ and the rating scale
ranged from 1 to 9, 1 being closer to native and 9 being less close to native. The rating scale was
displayed in Praat and after hearing each stimulus listeners were asked to select a number on the screen
and finalize their decision by clicking an OK button that would appear. A screen shot of the rating
scale as it appeared with each stimulus is shown in Figure 2 below.
Figure 2. Screen Shot of Rating Scale for Nonnative Listener

After listeners finalized their rating decision the program automatically played the next stimulus
and the process began again. The perception activity consisted of 80 target items (4 Speakers x 5
Sentences x 4 VOT Durations) and 130 distracter sentences for a total of 210 items. Some of the
distracter sentences had been modified for speech rate as part of another study. Participants were
encouraged to work at their own pace and spent approximately 30 minutes on the task.
In addition to the warm-up and the perception activity, listeners completed a background
questionnaire to gather information about their linguistic experience and a grammatical proficiency
test. The information gathered was used for statistical analysis.
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4. Experiment 1: Results
4.1. Difference ratings for VOT manipulations
In order to address the contributions of VOT to listener ratings of foreign accent, listeners heard
four versions of each sentence spoken by the same speaker: unmodified, 200% VOT, 50% VOT, and
an additional overlapping category. If the speaker was native then their VOT was modified to be 300%
the original duration and if they were nonnative it was made 25% the original. Rather than analyzing
the raw scores given to speech by listeners, the difference between the unmodified version and each of
the manipulated versions was calculated instead. This was done to normalize listeners’ ratings and to
determine the amount of change in foreign accent that listeners heard as a result of VOT duration.
A mixed model ANOVA analyzed native Spanish and nonnative/native English listeners’
difference ratings with VOT manipulation as a fixed factor. The analysis revealed VOT to be a
significant predictor of both native and nonnative listeners’ difference ratings F(4, 12636)=198.81,
p<0.001, as shown in Table 2. The negative difference ratings in Table 2 indicate that listeners rated
VOT modified speech lower, as less accented, on the foreign accent scale. The positive ratings indicate
that modified speech was rated higher, as more accented, on the rating scale.
Table 2. Native and Nonnative Listener Difference Ratings by VOT manipulation
Native listeners
50% VOT
-0.15
200% VOT
0.43*
25% VOT (Nonnative speaker only)
-0.52*
300% VOT (Native speaker only)
0.65*
*p<0.001

sd
1.3
1.3
1.5
1.4

Nonnative listeners
-0.17*
0.31*
-0.51*
0.50*

sd
1.4
1.3
1.6
1.4

Table 2 shows that both native and nonnative listeners rated speech with VOTs that were longer as
significantly higher or more foreign-accented on the scale than unmodified speech. Listeners in both
groups also rated speech with VOTs that were shorter (25% the original duration) as significantly
lower or less accented on the scale than unmodified speech. Additionally, nonnative listeners rated
speech with VOTs that were 50% the original duration as significantly less accented than unmodified
speech.

4.2. Raw ratings of nonnative speech with native-like VOT durations
The raw scores given by listeners to nonnative speech with native-like VOTs were used to
examine how much VOT duration accounts for foreign accent in nonnative speech. In order to do this,
listeners’ ratings of unmodified speech and speech in the overlap category (25% the original VOT
duration) were compared. Mean ratings of both native and nonnative Spanish listeners are shown in
Table 3.
Table 3. Native and Nonnative Listener Mean Ratings of Nonnative Speech in Overlap Category
(Unmodified and Modified)

25% VOT in nonnative speech
Unmodified nonnative speech

Native listeners Difference
6.25
+ 0.51
6.76

Nonnative listeners Difference
6.96
+ 0.51
7.47

Table 3 shows that native and nonnative listeners rated nonnative speech with native-like VOTs
as less accented than the original speech, a difference of half a point on the overall rating scale. A
mixed model ANOVA found speech modification to be a significant predictor of listeners’ foreign
accent ratings of native listeners F(1, 493) = 21.78, p<0.001 and nonnative listeners F(1, 3039) =
99.98, p<0.001. Put otherwise, the same nonnative speech was rated as half a point less foreignaccented when VOTs were native-like in duration, a difference that was significant.
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4.3. Raw ratings of native speech with nonnative-like VOT durations
Listeners’ ratings were also used to examine how much foreign accent ratings differed when
native speech was produced with nonnative-like VOTs. For this analysis, listeners’ ratings of
unmodified native Spanish and speech in the overlap category (300% the original VOT duration) were
compared. Mean ratings of both native and nonnative listeners are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Native and Nonnative Listener Mean Ratings of Native Speech in Overlap Category
(Unmodified and Modified)

Unmodified native speech
300% VOT in native speech

Native listeners Difference
1.62
+ 0.67
2.29

Nonnative listeners Difference
1.83
+ 0.50
2.33

Table 4 shows that native Spanish listeners rated native speech that had nonnative VOT durations
as 0.67 points more accented than original speech on the rating scale. Nonnative/native English
listeners also rated native Spanish with nonnative VOTs as significantly more accented than original
speech, a difference of 0.5 points on the rating scale. A mixed model ANOVA revealed a significant
effect of these two speech modifications for native listener F(1, 493) = 36.68, p<0.001 and nonnative
listener F(1, 3039) = 145.84, p<0.001. These findings indicate that when native Spanish had nonnative
VOTs, listeners rated it between 0.5 and 0.67 points more foreign-accented than the same speech with
native VOTs.

4.4. Comparison of unmodified speech and speech in the VOT overlap category
Considering rating scale differences between unmodified speech and speech in the VOT overlap
category renders a more complete picture of VOT duration as it contributes to foreign accent in
Spanish. Table 5 presents the mean ratings given by native and nonnative listeners to unmodified
utterances and versions of those same sentences with overlapping VOT durations. Again, the
overlapping category specifically refers to the nonnative speech with 25% VOT durations and the
native speech in Spanish with 300% VOT durations.
Table 5. Native and Nonnative Listener Mean Ratings of VOT-Overlap Speech

Unmodified native speech
25% VOT in nonnative speech
Unmodified nonnative speech
300% VOT in native speech

Native listeners Difference
1.62
+ 4.63
6.25
6.76
- 4.47
2.29

Nonnative listeners Difference
1.83
+ 5.13
6.96
7.47
- 5.14
2.33

Table 5 shows that the nonnative speech with native-like VOTs was still rated by native listeners
as 4.63 points higher or more accented than native speech. Similar trends were found for nonnative
listeners, who rated the modified nonnative speech as 5.13 points higher or more accented on the 9point scale. The values in Table 5 also indicate that native listeners rated native speech that had
nonnative VOT durations as 4.47 points lower or less accented than unmodified nonnative speech.
Nonnative listener means show similar trends, with modified native speech rated as 5.13 points lower
than the unmodified nonnative speech. These findings suggest that despite the modifications to VOT
duration, nonnative speech continued to sound nonnative and native Spanish continued to sound
relatively native.
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5. Experiment 2: Method
5.1. Participants and Stimuli
The second experiment addressed the third research question, regarding whether place of
articulation affected nonnative listeners’ ratings of VOT-modified speech. Listeners in the second
experiment were 74 L1 English speakers enrolled in accelerated first-year Spanish classes designed for
students who had taken at least one year of high-school Spanish prior to their enrollment in the class.
Most reported at least two years of high-school Spanish and none had participated in Experiment 1.
Native Spanish listeners were not included in Experiment 2 because its primary focus was on the
effects of place of articulation on language learners’ perception.
The same 15 talkers and 10 sentences from the first experiment were used in the second
experiment, and the speech of the same four native and nonnative Spanish speakers was manipulated.
However, the manipulations differed in the second experiment so that in each utterance only one of the
three word-initial VOTs was manipulated. This was done to control for place of the stop articulation.
In the second experiment, VOTs for each place of articulation were made 50% (half) and 200% (two
times) the original duration. The overlapping (25% and 300%) category from the first experiment was
omitted due to time constraints. This was necessary in order to keep the task length reasonable for
participants and to minimize their fatigue. Listeners were presented with 6 modified versions of each
utterance spoken by the target speakers (3 VOTs x 2 VOT Durations), plus the original unmodified
utterance. In total, listeners heard and rated a total of 140 utterances spoken by the 2 native and 2
nonnative speakers (7 Versions x 5 Sentences x 4 Speakers). With 70 distracter sentences added, the
perception activity consisted of 210 items presented in pseudorandom order.

5.2. Procedure
The procedure of the second experiment was very similar to the first. Listeners performed a warmup activity consisting of 23 practice items to familiarize them with the task. In this warm-up they were
exposed to speech manipulations similar to those they would hear in the actual experiment. Again, the
perception activity took listeners approximately 30 minutes to complete. Listeners used the same 9point rating scale to rate the degree of foreign accent they perceived as was used in the first
experiment.

6. Experiment 2: Results
The nonnative/native English listeners’ mean difference ratings between the unmodified
utterances and both modifications were calculated for each place of articulation: bilabial /p/, dental /t/,
and velar /k/. Table 6 shows the listeners’ mean difference ratings.
Table 6. Nonnative Listener Difference Ratings of 50% and 200% VOT Durations
place of articulation
bilabial
dental
velar

50% VOT
-0.13
-0.22
-0.16

sd
1.4
1.2
1.3

200% VOT
+0.07
+0.07
+0.05

sd
1.4
1.2
1.2

Two mixed model ANOVAs tested the effects of place of articulation (segment, in this case) on
listeners’ difference ratings for 50% VOTs and 200% VOTs separately. The ANOVAs revealed no
significant effect of place of articulation in predicting difference ratings for shorter VOTs F(2,4364) =
1.71, p=0.18 or for longer VOTs F(2,4364) = 0.19, p=0.84. However, as was found in the first
experiment, type of VOT modification (50% and 200%) was a significant predictor of listener ratings
for all stops. This indicates that as in the first experiment, these listeners still differentiated between
shorter and longer VOTs when they assessed degree of foreign accent.
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7. Discussion
The first research question asked whether native and nonnative listeners relied on VOT in
assessing degree of foreign accent in Spanish. In order to answer this question, the amount that
listeners’ ratings of each VOT modification differed from the original sentence ratings was calculated
and compared. The results revealed that regardless of whether listeners heard native or nonnative
speech, both listener groups rated speech with longer VOTs as more foreign-accented and speech with
shorter VOTs as less foreign-accented. The statistical analysis showed that VOT duration was a
significant predictor of the ratings given by native and nonnative listeners. This suggests that listeners
were able to hear and attend to differences in VOT duration when they made their foreign accent
assessments. This was true of both native listeners and language learners from a variety of enrollment
levels.
The finding that native Spanish listeners used VOT to assess foreign accent in Spanish extends
what González-Bueno (1997) found for the effects of VOT duration of velar /k/ on foreign accent
perception to other utterances, places of articulation, speakers, and listeners. Most previous research in
this area did not isolate cues like VOT by way of speech manipulation, making it difficult to determine
beyond correlational data what listeners were attending to in accented speech. However, the present
findings strongly suggest that both native and nonnative listeners attend to VOT duration when they
assess foreign accent. Because in the present study VOT duration was the only cue that differed
between manipulated and original utterances, the rating differences observed indicate that both listener
groups used VOT in making their foreign accent judgments. The fact that this was true of both native
and nonnative speech further strengthens these claims, since native speech had no other indicators to
accent beyond the VOT differences.
The fact that nonnative listeners associated VOT duration with foreign accent also suggests that
language learners know that longer Spanish VOTs are less native-like or more accented than shorter
VOTs. How they come upon this knowledge, what form it takes, and whether or not they are conscious
of this difference was not explored in the present study and so can only be speculated. It may be that
nonnative listeners learn about the differences between English and Spanish VOT through explicit or
implicit L2 instruction, through L2 input, through their knowledge of English, or through some
combination of these factors. Future research of naïve listeners might shed light on this topic.
The second research question asked how much VOT duration contributes to listeners’ perception
of degree of foreign accent. This was addressed by examining listeners’ ratings of native Spanish with
nonnative VOT durations (300% the original) and nonnative Spanish with native VOT durations (25%
the original). The results showed that both listener groups rated nonnative speech as 0.51 points less
foreign-accented on the 9-point scale when VOTs were native-like. Native speech was rated 0.51 and
0.67 points more foreign-accented on the scale when its VOT durations were nonnative-like.
This finding provides a quantitative measure to how much VOT contributes to foreign accent
perception in the Spanish of native English speakers. This means that we can tell our students that
learning to produce native-like VOTs can positively impact their foreign accent in Spanish, and that it
may be beneficial to overtly teach language learners about cross-linguistic differences in VOT. These
results also suggest that VOT has a substantial effect on foreign accent. Although the results show that
VOT duration alone is not enough for nonnative speech ratings to align with native speech ratings, the
differences in ratings between modified and unmodified speech were significant. What the findings
from the first two research questions indicate is that VOT duration contributes significantly to foreign
accent perception in Spanish, results that go beyond previous findings that relied solely on
correlational data.
The third research question asked whether nonnative/native English listener ratings of VOTmodified sentences varied according to the place of articulation of the stop. This was to determine
whether certain stops contributed more to the perception of foreign accent observed or not. New
versions of each sentence were created that controlled for place of articulation, and these stimuli were
rated for degree of foreign accent by nonnative listeners. The findings revealed that listeners did not
rate VOT-modified speech differently as a result of the place of articulation of the modified stop. In
other words, listener ratings of foreign accent did not vary based on whether the modified stop was
bilabial, dental, or velar.
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One would have hypothesized that exceptionally long bilabial VOTs would sound more accented
than exceptionally long velar stops, since bilabial stops have considerably shorter VOTs than dental or
velar stops. However, this was not the case, which was a surprising finding. The fact that place of
articulation was not found to influence foreign accent perception may have resulted from the
methodology employed, which involved lengthening and shortening VOTs in relation to their initial
duration. Even nonnative speakers generally produced their shortest VOTs in bilabials and their
longest VOTs in velars, perhaps because this is mirrored in English. As previously mentioned, Lisker
and Abramson (1964) showed that although Spanish VOTs ranged from 4-29 ms and English VOTs
ranged from 58-80 ms, the shortest in both languages were the bilabials and the longest were the
velars. Because this relationship is similar in English and in Spanish, language learners may find
differentiating place of articulation to be easier than learning to shorten or lengthen voiceless stop
VOTs in general. This finding can provide instructors with valuable information on what to stress in
the language classroom in teaching about foreign accent and Spanish pronunciation.
The findings from the three research questions show that although language learners rate longer
VOTs in Spanish as less native-like than shorter VOTs, they do so regardless of the place of
articulation of the stop. One stop does not account for most or all of the VOT-related foreign accent
perceived by these listeners. In general, both native and nonnative listeners heard and attended to VOT
duration differences in drawing conclusions about foreign accent in Spanish.

8. Conclusion
To conclude, voiceless stop VOT duration plays a role in the foreign accent perception of both
native Spanish and nonnative/native English listeners. This shows that listeners use differences in VOT
duration when they assess foreign accent, which indicates that in language classrooms we are right to
tell students that producing native-like VOTs can reduce the degree of foreign accent they have.
Although there are many different cues that contribute to the perception of a foreign accent in Spanish,
the present study provides a means of quantifying the degree to which VOT duration of voiceless stops
influences foreign accent. Specifically, this investigation presents data to show that native speech with
nonnative VOT durations sounds significantly more accented and nonnative speech with native VOT
durations sounds significantly less accented. This trend was observed in both the native and the
nonnative listener groups. Furthermore, this effect is not created by only one stop, as shown by the
place of articulation data that confirm that nonnative listeners cue in to VOT duration regardless of the
place of articulation of the stop.
In general, these findings confirm the role of VOT duration as it contributes to foreign accent in
Spanish, providing more compelling evidence than previous research provided. They also show that
VOT duration is associated with foreign accent in language learners’ concept of what constitutes
native or foreign-accented Spanish, results that can inform language instructors of what learners hear
and attend to in the L2 speech signal.
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